A WORD-SEQUENCE GAME

LEONARD GORDON
Tucson, Arizona

One word can be changed into another in many ways: substitution of a letter (BET-BAT), addition of a letter (BAT-BATE), deletion of a letter (BATE-ATE), or rearrangement of letters (ATE-TEA). The figure below can be used in conjunction with a spinner mounted on transparent plastic (obtainable from school supply stories) to make a game in which players in turn add words to a sequence in accordance with the spinner instructions, until someone can no longer continue and is the loser. Do not repeat words in a sequence, and agree beforehand on the dictionary. Start the game with a four-letter or five-letter word; the word length will slowly grow since the add-a-letter sector is larger than the subtract-a-letter one. Be sure that the starting word allows many types of changes. To assure this, one can prepare a list of seed words beforehand and pick one to use at random.

HOWARD RICH
Cote St. Luc

It's a heterogeneous group on the Sexual Adultery Crisis has proved.

I thought of the slings and arrows, but I was afraid of (for lack of) Kickshaws.

I thought in the November, we were weighted to emit some. It be restored.

There you are.

I had to add a bias, I've done two years so.

SEX, REX XII

the conquerors

SORE DEIIFID

is accused

WE, PLATO,

Aristotle

a bench

SULLA, CALL

piccius are

pant reply

DRAW, O CAR

to do unto

REVOLTING

girl friend

YAWN A MOR

quette to

GALL A ROM.

coming from

TONSURED NE,

execution

GNOSTIC, A

iands, know

I NAB RUMO